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      Alice in Wonderland:  
Medicare Croquet Anyone? 

• Ridges/furrows 
• Flamingo 
• Hedgehogs 
• Soldiers 



Canadian Condition: 
Signs and symptoms 

• Gradual slide down the int’l league tables:(Collins 
How the Mighty Fall…Hubris) 

• Geographic proximity to the U.S. 
• Most decentralized healthcare system in world. 
• Land of many pilot projects…”NIH” syndrome. 
• Naylor’s “fatal flaw”: scaling and spreading 

innovations. 
• Canadians are worried 

 



Comparisons:  
A Race to the Bottom? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we compare?  We frequently hear about how Canada has been drifting down the international league tables….whether we look at United Nations date, or the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development or the Commonwealth overall rankings, Canada has certainly been losing ground.  Good news is that most Canadians judge our system in relation to just one other system, and that is the one just to our system.  In the case of healthcare, the U.S. exists to help make our system look good.  But this too may be short-lived if, as expected, the number of uninsured Americans continues to shrink and as our system struggles to make care reasonably accessible to an increasingly older population.



Geographic Proximity 



Riding South on a Northbound Horse? 

Alex Colville “Horse and Train” 1954” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro:  Canada and U.S. share so much…longest undefended border; one of the seven wonders of the world…Niagara Falls;  at least one common language…English, the “use of the u” notwithstanding; a concern about perimeter security; a common concern about health and healthcare.\; and, given that none of our hockey teams made the playoffs this year, a national pass time…following the Presidential nomination process here in the U.S. Since the mid 1960s our healthcare systems have evolved along quite different pathways.  As Canada pursued universal hospital and then medical insurance programs, modelled loosely on the UK National Health Service model (explain), our neighbours  (or is that neighbors?) to the south adopted categorical programs for the poor (Medicaid) and for the elderly (Medicare).  We have been observing what might generally might be seen as a “natural experiment” in terms of health system financing, organization and delivery.And, over the years we have benefitted from this experiment.   There was a steady stream throughout the 1980s and 1990s of visitors coming to Canada asking how it was that we were able to spend so little relative to other OECD countries while spending so little.  This included an extended visit in the mid 1990s by the then first lady, Hillary Clinton to look at the so–called single payer option.All of this presumes there is in fact a Canadian health system…and, of course, there isn’t.  So, let’s us begin with a very high level description and assessment of our increasingly diverse set of interlocking healthcare systems. 



Fixing  the Canadian Condition:   
Attitudes and Assets 

• Attitudes:  Sunny Ways; rebirth of cooperative 
federalism?  Naylor (II) not “DOA”?  Return to 
evidence-based policy? Active federal 
leadership role. 

• Assets:  pockets of excellence (“From 
Innovation to Action” HCIWG Report July 
2012); research potential; proposed action 
plan (Naylor II); realizing research potential 
(Naylor III)  

 



Canadian Health System 
Then and Now 

• Then… Hillary Clinton and others asked how is it that 
Canada spends so little and gets so much? 

• Now… how is that Canada spends so much and gets so 
little? 

• Then… Lee Iaacoca ($1000 car advantage  
                                                 Windsor vs Detroit) 
                World Economic Forum (Medicare programs       
                one of top three areas of comparative  
                economic advantage.) 

• Now…   Medicare seen as crowding out other more 
productive activity; taken for granted?                                                    



• Then…Two FMCs in 10 years under previous federal 
government 

• Now…Two FMCs in first year in office (next one Dec. 
8-90 

• Then…Renewal of health accord:  Flaherty take it or 
leave it (Dec 2011…extend 6% escalator ‘til April 1 
2017) 

• Now… 

 

FPT Context: 
Then and Now 

4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the years, federal-provincial relations in general and specific to healthcare have ebbed and flowed.  The outgoing federal government wanted little or nothing to do with healthcare, arguing it was a provincial constitutional responsibility.  And, while the public opinion polls tell us that healthcare has endured as the number one issue of concern to Canadians, it tends to go underground when it comes to federal elections…as it did in our most recent federal election.  It is generally regarded as the “3rd rail”…touch it and you die!  Following a series of high profile accords in the early 2000s, over a decade followed when healthcare was off the FPT bus.  It is now, once again, as a result of our Oct 22nd 2015 federal election front and centre with our new Liberal government.  Reference policy platform and mandate letters to Minsiters. 



 And Now… 
“Sunny Ways” t+1? 



  From “Open Federalism” to Sunny 
Ways?  

  

# 

Minister of Science 
“Examine options to 
strengthen …support 

for fundamental 
research”  

Minister of 
Innovation, Science 

& Economic 
Development 
“Develop an 

innovation agenda 
that includes…” 

Minister Health 
“Advance pan 

Canadian collabo-
ration on health 

innovation..” 

Minister of Finance 
 “work  to ensure 
that tax measures 

encourage 
innovation…”.   



FPT:  Then and now  
cont’d 

• New federal gov’t elected October 2015: 
    …  more activist federal mandate generally;   
    …  commitment to negotiating a new multi-year,  
         Health Accord. 
• Minister Philpott’s Mandate Letter 
     … Four priorities: home care; pharma (strategy);  
         innovation; mental health 
     …  Spirit of Sunny Ways reflected in inaugural           
          January F/P/T Health Ministers’ meeting in    
          Vancouver   

 



Premiers’ Whitehorse declaration (July 22):   
• Maintain 6% CHT escalator and then we’ll talk. 
• Demand First Minister Meeting before climate change talks 

(not happening). 
• Restate asymmetric  

    federalism (Quebec) 
• Abrupt halt to FPT joint  

work and national 
consultations  

 

FPT Context:  Now 

4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the years, federal-provincial relations in general and specific to healthcare have ebbed and flowed.  The outgoing federal government wanted little or nothing to do with healthcare, arguing it was a provincial constitutional responsibility.  And, while the public opinion polls tell us that healthcare has endured as the number one issue of concern to Canadians, it tends to go underground when it comes to federal elections…as it did in our most recent federal election.  It is generally regarded as the “3rd rail”…touch it and you die!  Following a series of high profile accords in the early 2000s, over a decade followed when healthcare was off the FPT bus.  It is now, once again, as a result of our Oct 22nd 2015 federal election front and centre with our new Liberal government.  Reference policy platform and mandate letters to Minsiters. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Could you tell me please,  
which way I ought to go from here? 

 
 

Croquet anyone? 

http://media.photobucket.com/image/alice%20in%20wonderland%20cat/funky_rocho/Cat-alice-in-wonderland-2009-903100.jpg?o=15


Sunny Ways  
Meets the Donald 



                  The leadership gap in Canada 

 “Making Canadians the healthiest 
people in the world must become 
the system’s overriding objective. 
Strong leadership and the 
involvement of Canadians are key 
to preserving a system that is true 
to our values and sustainable.” 

 (Romanow, 2002, p. xv) 



• Leaders think analytically and 
conceptually, questioning and 
challenging the status quo, to 
identify issues, solve problems, 
and design and implement 
effective processes across 
systems and stakeholders. 

“The quo has no status…” 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 7So what are the four capabilities that comprise the Systems Transformation domain of the LEADS in a Caring Environment framework?  Well, as we’ve talked about before change always begins in the mind of a leader, or in this instance, in a systems context, many leaders.And for leaders to actually understand the overall impact of suggested changes they need to be incredibly sophisticated systems thinkers which means they need to understand how all the parts of a system work together and how their part fits in with other parts of that system.   In order to transform it to a new state then all of those pieces need to be understood.Secondly, the leader therefore needs to have a very highly developed skill set in the area of critical thinking.  They need to step back from the whole and understand and reflect upon the factors that are creating the current conditions and that need to be shifted to generate the conditions they wish to create in the future.  And they need to do that by having dialogue and discussions with many people within the system, in other words, leadership here no longer is simply an individual responsibility but it is actually the responsibility of many people within the system to create change and all of those people need to have effective systems thinking and critical thinking skill sets, a number of which are shown in the diagram on the right hand side of this slide. 



The “Known”  
Knowledge & 

Values 
Component of 

Leadership 

 
The “Unknown”, or  

Intelligence Gathering 
Component of 

Leadership 

The “Wisdom” 
Component of 

Leadership 

Leadership is always  
about change and innovation… 

The “Action” 
Component of 

Leadership 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stewardship not ownershipPass it on to the next leader in better shape than you found it



 
 
 

Results, Relationships 
and Leading change 

 
 

Another way  
                      to look at it…the LEADS Way  

R: What 
relationships 
do you have 

to build? 

C: What change 
challenges do you 
have to deal with? 

R: What 
results do you 

want to 
achieve? 



                   The LEADS change model 

Current  
State 

Future state 
Outcomes 

 

Achieve  
Results 

 

Relationships Engage 
Others 

Develop 
Coalitions 

 

Lead 
Self 

Systems 
Transfor-
mation Change Dynamics 



Virtuous Cycle   

INVENTION 

INNOVATION 



 
 

Croquet anyone? 

Father William & the Caterpillar  

What does this all mean for 
advancing the change agenda? 



Past is prologue? 

1. Canadian system in 
stuck…Canadians worried. 

2. Paradigm freeze…first half of first 
term?  Canadian condition chronic? 

3. Leadership opportunity to influence 
policy windows:  Bains; Philpott; 
Naylor  

4. First Ministers’ Meeting (Dec 8-9) 
5. Prognosis… 



THANK YOU 
btholl@healthcarecan.ca 
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